Hippocampal categories: a mathematical foundation for navigation and memory.
It goes without saying that in science, experiments are essential; hypothesis need to be contrasted against empirical results in order to build scientific theories. In a system of overwhelming complexity like the brain, it is very likely that hidden variables, unknown by the experimentalist, are interacting with those few elements of which the values are expected and can be validated or rejected in the laboratory. Thus, at the end of the day, the experimentalist is refuting or validating tentative models that are somehow prisoners of the lack of knowledge about the structure of the system. The global picture being missing, a key is to look for the fundamental structure which must be found not in the objects, but in the relationships between the objects-their morphisms. How components at the same level interact (the objects here being neurons) and how superior levels constrain those levels below and emerge from those above is tackled here with a mathematical tooling. The mathematical theory of categories is proposed as a valid foundational framework for theoretical modeling in brain sciences.